
ID23-1 news 
Rapid Exchanger (ReX) for automated exchange between HC1 humidifier nozzle and cryo-
stream nozzle. Including mechanical support system with alignment axes 

Application:provides an easy to use dehydration setup  



New software developments 

X-ray Mesh Scans micro X-ray beam, high-precision diffractometry , shutterless data acquisition 

with a pixel-array detector 

 

The Complex Analysis of the X-ray Mesh Scan 

DOZOR  

Crystals Mapping – positions, size, diffraction quality   

BEST – Data Collection Strategy accounting radiation damage and crystal size 

Data Collection and Processing  
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Evaluating diffraction signal with 

DOZOR 

- Use Wilson plot as a prior  
- Use all pixels, not just the local maxima  

score =   

 total scattered intensity  × 

 radial shape similarity 



DOZOR output 

Spots list 



Crystals Mapping  
detects single crystals in the crystal mess as well 

as crystal overlapping 

Initial diffraction map, 

showing regions with 

better protein crystal 

diffraction quality 

Crystal map after Dozor 

analysis (different colors 

correspond to different 

homogeneities; gray 

regions correspond to 

pattern overlapping) 

Crystal map omitting 

regions of overlapping 

Thaumatin ~50 μm crystals measured on ESRF ID23_1, beamsize 20μm, oscillation 0.017° 



Crystal mapping 
 determine regions of crystal homogeneity and size 

Crystal map omitting regions 

of overlapping 

Initial diffraction map, showing regions with better 

protein crystal diffraction quality 

fit crystal shapes, corresponding to 

regions of crystal integrity. 

Photo snapshot of the sample 

(measured on ESRF ID23_1, beamsize 10μm, oscillation 0.1°) 



User choices 
Beamline Flux 

Crystal contents 

Initial Images 

Data collection strategy accounting radiation damage  

Detector parameters 
Beamline parameters and 

limitations 

Optimize data collection 

Optimize SAD data collection 

Find optimal crystal orientation 

Low-resolution optimal 

Rad. Damage sensitivity 

Multi-positional data collection 

Helical data collection 

Estimate data statistics 

Dose (Time) limit 
Geometry limits 
Aimed statistics 

Aimed completeness 
Aimed redundancy 
Aimed resolution 

Crystal shape and size 
Beam profile and size 
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Ωmin Ωmax 

Vertical max   0.15 mm 

Crystal horizontal  0.05 mm 

Vertical min 0.03 mm 

X-ray beam 



Diffraction sample Modeling 

Voxel 
Volumetric Picture Element 



First step - scFirst step - scalingaling 








